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What are the threats of social
media in business? What are the
opportunities?
Social-selling tools are great for

research, identifying trigger events,

and finding mutual connections.

But even if you gather all the social

intelligence available on a prospect,

that information isn’t going to give you

much of an advantage over your

competitors, who have access to the

same tech tools and information.

What will differentiate you from the

rest and get you in front of the

decision-maker hasn't changed a bit;

it's still a personal connection and a

referral from someone the client

trusts.

Social media is a great way to do

research about prospects and to find

out how you're connected. But it’s not

the place to ask for referrals. Once

you’ve identified a common

connection to a prospect, reach out to

your contact and have a real

conversation. Find out how they know

the person you want to meet and ask

for an introduction. 

It's not social intelligence we need;

it's relationship intelligence. Use

technology, but don't rely on it to make

sales. Pick up the damn phone and

talk to your prospects and clients! If

you don’t, someone else will. 

You often define “cold calling” as
reaching out to someone who does
not know you and does not expect
your call. How has that definition
changed in the days of social
media?
The definition hasn’t changed. Unless

you know the prospect or have a

referral introduction from someone

that person knows and trusts, you’re

cold calling.  

What has changed is the way

salespeople now delude themselves.

With social media, there’s a new

version of what I call the “warm call

fantasy.” It goes something like this:

You’ve done your research about your

prospects on social media and maybe

even identified a common LinkedIn

connection or two. Then you send

emails making the business case for

why your prospects should talk to you.

You really believe you’re not cold

calling, because you know all about

your prospects and ”know” the same

people. Your outreach isn't cold, right?

Wrong! There’s no such thing as a

warm email, a warm phone call, or

even a warm knock on the door.

Unless you have a referral

introduction, you’re cold calling. And

cold prospects really don't want to

hear from you.

In Pick Up the Damn Phone!, you
stress the importance of face-to-
face communication. What counts
as face-to-face?
Any connection you make when

you're not typing. You can pick up the

phone, use your webcam, or (gulp)

actually meet in person. Drive your

car, take a train, or get on an

airplane—whatever it takes to make

connections that count. Get face-to-

face with every major client or

prospect, and you won’t have to worry

about making quota anymore. You’ll

have a rich referral network that keeps

your pipeline full of qualified leads.

Bottom line: People do business

with people, not with technology. And

that isn’t going to change anytime

soon.                                                       �

Why did you write Pick Up the
Damn Phone!: How People, Not
Technology, Seal the Deal? 
I was alarmed by salespeople's

dependence on technology.

Salespeople believe that technology

can do their jobs, that they no longer

have to talk to anyone, that they can

hide behind emails, cold calls, and

social media. It's like digital snake oil,

and it doesn’t work. Selling is our job,

and our customers want to talk to us—

real, live, experienced salespeople

who know how to ask the right

questions and help solve their

problems. 

Technology addiction has become

such an epidemic that it’s even

bleeding into our personal lives. We're

always "on." No matter where they

are, people are constantly looking

down at their phones—on the street,

at networking events, in restaurants,

at home, and even in bed. They’re too

busy conversing online to have real,

meaningful conversations with the

people right in front of them. 

If you think back over your most

successful business deals, I bet face-

to-face, person-to-person, high-touch

communication—a phone call, a video

conference, or (best of all) an in-

person meeting—has accelerated

your sales process time and time

again. Tweets and status updates

don't take the place of real human

engagement. The personal

connection seals the deal every time.

How has technology changed the
way we sell? 
This is the age of the informed

consumer, the digital buyer, or “Buyer

2.0.” Clients no longer rely on

salespeople for information. Buyer 2.0

is very good at homework. With a few

clicks of a mouse, they learn all about

us, our products, and our competitors. 

But contrary to what some

“experts” would have us believe, our

prospects and clients still need us.

Sales automation has not made

salespeople irrelevant. It’s just

changed what clients want and expect

from us. 

Buyer 2.0 isn’t the only one armed

with new technology. Seller 2.0 (that's

us) has access to all sorts of tech

tools. Our prospects might know a lot

about us, but we know just as much

(or more) about them. We also know

more about our products, services,

and industries. We know what works

and what doesn’t work. And we have

the experience to help clients figure

out exactly what they need, not just

what they think they need.

Because so much information can

be found online, the standard is now

higher for sales to add value to the

conversation. Information isn't

knowledge. Knowledge comes from

wisdom and experience. That’s what

we have to offer Buyer 2.0. 

Connecting Beyond the Click: How
Real Conversations Seal the Deal
Joanne Black in conversation with Jonathan Farrington
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Top of Mind

Get face-to-face with
every major client or

prospect, and you
won’t have to worry
about making quota
anymore. You’ll have

a rich referral
network that keeps
your pipeline full of

qualified leads.

To find out more about Joanne, visit:
www.NoMoreColdCalling.com
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It comes as no surprise that Joanne Black, the world's
leading expert on referral selling, has delivered such a
masterful new piece of work, packed with so many gems
of wisdom. She really has done it again with her latest
book "Pick Up The Damn Phone" Here is a recent
interview I did with Joanne ....

http://www.amazon.com/Pick-Damn-Phone-People-Technology/dp/1935961462/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1382544933&sr=1-1&keywords=pick+up+the+damn+phone


Product folks would argue that

without a great product to sell,

sales had nothing. In truth, good

sales people can sell inferior products

and they can sell concepts of

products that don’t even exist yet. 

Some might suggest that you can

only sell inferior products for so long

before the house of cards crashes

down and puts the company out of

business. I’m not sure I believe that’s

true. A product might start off as

inferior, and that happens in the

technology world all the time, but with

time, customer feedback and more

refinement, a once inferior product

can become a market leader.

But let’s assume for a moment that

the product team created the most

killer of all B2B business apps and

had no sales people to sell it. Then

what happens to the company? All

functional pillars in a company are

important, and I do believe that you

can have the most well designed

product on the planet, but without

sales people to sell it, you do have a

serious problem.

Companies need sales people

and sales, as a profession, continue

to have an image problem.

I passionately believe that selling

is a reputable way to earn a living.

Oh, if only everyone else did too. Poll

a room of people to ask their opinion

about sales people and you’ll hear a

long list of negatives. In fact, and this

is quite alarming, when Gallup

conducted a recent poll to determine

the professions that people trust,

sales ranked in the “lower 10

percent”. 

Selling is a people business and

for the foreseeable future that is not

going to change. That sellers are

largely not trusted is a problem for

companies. Though the Internet,

social media, digital and mobile

technologies present sales people

with the ability to reach a wider pool

of prospects more quickly, quicker is

not always proving to be better. 

One way to move the needle of

perception in a more positive

direction is for sellers to focus on the

“quality” of interactions with

prospects. Trust is earned as sales

people approach selling with a givers

mindset. They must put aside the

sales agenda and connect on a

human level, demonstrate credibility

and prove through their actions that

they care about the success of their

prospect’s business.

No trust ultimately means no sale.

Like it or not, buyer behavior has

changed. Sellers who stubbornly

refuse to adapt are feeling the pain of

lost deals and missed quota, as these

statistics from a recent TAS Group

report reveal:

� Two-thirds of all salespeople miss

quota (67%)

� Over half of all salespeople close

at less than 40 percent

� 40% of sales people can’t

understand customer pain

� Only 52% of sales people can

access key players                              �

Barb Giamanco

To find out more about Barb, visit:
http://barbaragiamanco.com/

Sales Has an Image Problem 

Though the Internet,
social media, digital

and mobile
technologies present
sales people with the

ability to reach a
wider pool of

prospects more
quickly, quicker is

not always proving
to be better. 
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Thinking back to my corporate days in technology, it
was amusing to listen to the spirited debates between
sales and product development team members who felt
their role in the company was the most important. 

http://www.onesource.com/


This helps to shorten the sales

cycle, increase closing

percentages and most importantly,

differentiate, allowing you to sell value

instead of price. Well, at least that's

what I have been writing...

What have I really been doing?

A secret experiment
What if I was wrong about what I've

been writing? What if buyers should

dictate the process? What if we should

sell the way buyers want to buy? What

if inbound leads should be handled in a

more transactional way? What if we

should use a judgment-based

approach instead of structured sales

process?

During the past 90 days I have been

secretly selling multiple ways. On one

third of our opportunities I have been

selling the way we teach - using a

formal, structured sales process with a

consultative approach. On another

third of our opportunities - inbound

leads - I have experimented with a

more transactional approach although

even that has a consultative element

because I can't help but ask some

good questions. It simply means that I

show and tell much sooner than I

would normally. With the remaining

third of our leads I have experimented

with allowing the buyer to dictate the

process. My buyer dictated approach

included a little push-back because I

can't allow a potential client to take the

wrong approach to a solution. 

Want to know what happened?

Look at the table below:

Did I have a bias? You might think

so but nobody wants to get the

business, regardless of approach,

more than me.

One thing you don't see in the table

is average contract size. While it can

be measured, we don't provide a

specific thing that can be compared

across processes and the services we

do provide have more to do with the

size of a sales force, their financial

resources and the scope of work we

need to do.

Proponents of the other

approaches might argue that there

are some products and services that

are better suited for their favorite

approaches. I agree. But as I have

said before, if you don't have a

product that is under $200, if you

aren't the cheapest, if you aren't the

industry leader, if you aren't the logical

or safe choice in your space, then you

are the underdog and the underdog

needs to outsell everyone else. If your

company needs to outsell the

competition, you'll need to do it using

a formal, structured sales process

with a consultative approach or you'll

find yourself with unreliable forecasts,

a longer than necessary sales

process, and a lower closing

percentage.                                          �

Case Study - Which Sales Approach
is Really More Effective?
I haven't been completely transparent in some of my
recent articles. I have continued to urge readers how
important it is to sell using a consultative, buyer-focused
methodology and a formal, structured sales process.  

To find out more about Dave, visit:
www.kurlanassociates.com/

Dave Kurlan
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Process with Consultative Approach
Inbound with Transactional Approach

Other Leads with Buyer-Driven Approach

Closing %Sales Cycle
10030 Days
5045 Days
2560 Days"Rise of the Revenue Marketer®: An Executive Playbook" Helps Marketing Execs

Understand and Master Their Role As Change Agents in the Revenue Equation

The Pedowitz Group announces the release of Debbie Qaqish’s new book, Rise of the Revenue
Marketer®: An Executive Playbook, which answers the burning question on every modern marketer's
mind, "What am I going to do about revenue?" Attend Author Debbie Qaqish's Book Signing at
Eloqua Experience 2013, on October 24.

http://www.prweb.com/releases/2013/10/prweb11249734.htm


They are going to over react, blame

you, say mean things about you

— to everyone around you.  They’re

going to shout, point fingers, lie,

scream, and accuse you of things that

are just not true.

And you’re going to feel
betrayed, indignant, and full of
righteous rage.

Which is going to make you do the

wrong thing. You’re going to lash out.

Defend yourself. Make sure everyone

knows that you are being wronged.

And while you’re litigating your

side of the story, everyone around you

is scratching their head wondering

when you got so damn cranky. You

sound angry, bitter, irrational, and

mean. That’s what happens naturally.

When you feel threatened, you do

stupid things that make it seem like

your unfair treatment might not be so

unfair after all.

So it’s important to be deliberate

about what you do next.

Here are a few things to do:

1. Stop shouting. Start
listening. For right not at
least.
For at least 24 hours, don’t do

anything. Don’t defend yourself. Don’t

lash out. Find some place that’s quiet

and think things through. Just listen.

There will be a time when you need to

go to war. There will be a time where

you need to defend yourself. Time to

decry your treatment. But that time is

not right now.

It’s a big mistake to act too quickly

on your emotions — because they’re

making you irrational. Everything you

do will be tinged with anger and

bitterness. So just stop shouting and

start listening. Listen for what isn’t

being said. Listen for the feelings and

emotions that you hear expressed by

others. For a few moments

concentrate on others — not on

yourself.

What you hear will be important for

what you do next.

2. Don’t write out a long
explanation of why you are
right.
You might think that you’re being more

logical by sitting down and writing out

your side of the story. That’s probably

not going to help you at all. In fact,

writing out all the gory details just

makes you seem petty and small

minded. And it’s further depressing.

Even if you’re dead right. If you have a

popular blog or write articles that are

published in online newspapers you

have an immediate channel to clarify

your position. But it’s a whole lot better

if you don’t do that.

Those who read what you write

and already agree with you won’t think

more of you because of what you

write. Those who don’t agree with you

already aren’t likely to suddenly agree

with you because of what you wrote.

What you expect to happen isn’t going

to happen. You’re wasting your time.

And more importantly, you are wasting

an opportunity to rise above the unfair

treatment you have experienced.

Writing it all down doesn’t help

you.

3. Reach out directly (and
privately) to the other
person.
If you’re trying to resolve a situation

where someone else misunderstood

you, then reach out directly to the

person who caused the problem. It

makes no sense to waste your

emotions defending yourself to

everyone else when you could simply

be explaining your intentions to the

person who treated you wrong. Send

an email. Pick up the phone and call

them. Use social media. There’s no

excuse to not connect directly and

work through this situation.

It’s not a grudge match. It’s just a

conversation. Start off the

conversation by simply explaining

your intentions. You don’t need to

justify what you did or defend it as

being right. Just explain what you

think the other person misunderstood.

If you need to apologize for not being

clear the first time then do that. You

don’t need a roomful of people or a

newspaper full of readers to resolve

the situation. You need one-on-one

access.

Don’t waste your emotions on

things that don’t matter.

4. Apologize and change if you
need to. If not, don’t fake it.
Sometimes you get things wrong.

There will be times when you weren’t

misunderstood — you were just

wrong. Whether it’s an accident or a

deliberate action that you undertook,

there are times where you get it

wrong. You can feud about the style of

the person who treated you unfairly or

you can apologize and move on. They

don’t need to forgive you for you to

change. You need to change because

you want to be better.

And if you don’t want to change,

then don’t. What only situations like

this even worse is when you pretend

to change but have no intention of

doing anything different. Sometimes

you don’t need to change — you just

need to apologize for something that

happened and move on. Don’t fake it.

That just makes things worse.

Apologize when you’re wrong. Pick

up the pieces and move on. Don’t

make the problem worse by being a

phony.

5. Keep being “you” in the
meanwhile. And forever after
that.
Being treated unfairly is a nasty

feeling. It feels pretty horrible to be

taken advantage of publicly. Even if

you did something wrong to cause the

poor treatment, you won’t feel any

better while you’re being shamed. The

secret to making it through that

experience is to just be “you”. Don’t do

other things because people are

watching. Don’t adopt new habits

because you think it will help people

like you more. Just be you.

Following your dreams. Attack the

challenges you were attacking before

all of this mess happened. Keep

learning. Keep living. Keep leading

others. Days quickly turn into weeks.

Those weeks quickly turn into months.

It’s easy to let your dreams fall aside

as you let yourself be distracted by the

worst things in life. Don’t let that

happen to you. Don’t let your dreams

be squashed by attitudes that are

entirely in your control.

Be fearless even if you’re fearful at

the time..

Anything else you do is going to
come off sounding angry or
pathetic.

And neither of those make for

improving your reputation, making

progress, or otherwise convincing

those around you that you are being

wronged.

Don’t let the emotions of being hurt

trick you into acting like an idiot.

Sometimes bad things happen to

good people. Hang in there. Be

awesome.                                               �

To find out more about Dan, visit:
http://danwaldschmidt.com/

Being treated unfairly
is a nasty feeling. It
feels pretty horrible

to be taken
advantage of publicly.

Dan Waldschmidt
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It’s going to happen. On your conquest through life
others are going to lie about you, stab you in the back,
confuse your motives, and misinterpret your intentions.

5 Things To Do When
You Get Treated Unfairly 
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The 2013

Top Sales &

Marketing

Awards

The 2013

Top Sales &

Marketing

Awards

It is almost time for the Top Sales & Marketing Awards
once more, and this year’s categories, in no particular
order are:

� TS&M Thought Leader 
� TS&M Article
� TS&M Assessment Tool
� TS&M Blog
� TS&M Blog Post
� TS&M Book
� TS&M CRM Solution
� TS&M Data Provider

� TS&M EBook/White Paper
� TS&M Productivity Tool
� TS&M Resource Site
� TS&M Social Media Site
� TS&M Linkedin Group
� TS&M Tool Start-Up
� TS&M Video
� TS&M Webinar

The annual Top Sales & Marketing Awards contest has been created to hail

“the heroes” of the sales and marketing space; to laud those companies and

individuals who have gone that extra mile; who have been unafraid to challenge

paradigms; who have had the courage to pioneer, when others remained wedded

to the status quo.

This year’s live online ceremony takes place on December 17th at 1;00pm

Eastern (6:00pm GMT) and will as usual be hosted by Top Sales World’s CEO,

Jonathan Farrington and Selling Power’s Gerhard Gschwandtner.

FREE registration is now open, so do book your seat early for the Top Sales &
Marketing online show of the year.

You will find the 2013 timeline over in the right-hand column, but should you

require any additional information, or have an interest in becoming a 2013

sponsor, please email Jonathan Farrington – jf@topsalesworld.com

Top Sales Awards

The Timeline

November 12th 

Finalists Announced

Judging Panels

Announced

Polls Open

December 13th

Polls Close

December 17th

Live Online

Awards Ceremony

You can keep up to
date over at

www.topsalesawards.com 

Understandably, we are
very excited, and so looking
forward to this year’s event,
which is going to be bigger

and better than ever!
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http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesawards/
https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/1192/91758


But last week brought an

announcement from Microsoft

and InsideView that’s big enough to

shake the rafters and awaken more

businesses to look before they leap.

On Oct 21st, Microsoft and

InsideView announced a strategic

alliance whereby InsideView for

Sales™ will be integrated into

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online. This

is more than an alliance, however. It’s

actually an OEM agreement that

means InsideView for Sales will be

embedded in Microsoft’s Dynamics

CRM professional product at no

additional cost. This feature will be

known as Social Insights, powered by

InsideView. This is exciting news

because Social Insights puts real-time

company and contact information from

30,000 sources into Microsoft

Dynamics CRM. 

I’m a big proponent of increasing

sales productivity. And I’m also always

complaining that CRM is NOT a

productivity tool. However, with Social

Insights powered by InsideView

embedded into Microsoft Dynamics

CRM, marketing, sales and account

management professionals can now

spend less time researching and more

time selling. That makes CRM much

more valuable to salespeople and

might even serve to increase the

adoption, or usage, of the system. 

The alliance comes on the heels of

Microsoft announcing a new set of

industry-focused business process

templates as part of the new Microsoft

Dynamics CRM release. These new

templates deliver step-by-step pre-

defined and configurable processes

for specific industries, such as

professional services, manufacturing

and financial services, as well as

processes for event management and

solution selling. 

These completely configurable

business processes incorporate best

practices from industry experts and

give customers a starting point to build

a solution to fulfill their specific industry

requirements. In addition, these

templates flow onto all mobile devices

supported by Microsoft Dynamics

CRM, meaning customers can get the

benefits of these processes on their

favorite supported mobile device.

These templates will be available for

customers to download at no charge

by the end of October 2013.

With Social Insights powered by

InsideView, you can get accurate

company and contact data, relevant

news and alerts, social insights, and a

comprehensive network of

professional connections across

Outlook, LinkedIn, and your Co-

Workers. Custom watch lists and

automatic alerts keep your

salespeople on top of news and

events that affect their accounts. It

also serves to give salespeople the

contextual information they need to

make the most of every call or

customer visit.  

One of the features I like best is

that you can automatically

synchronize company and contact

data profiles with contact profiles in the

CRM system, keeping records up to

date and accurate as people and

companies change. 

InsideView for Sales is available for

other CRM systems as well, including

Salesforce, Netsuite, SugarCRM and

Oracle. InsideView can also be used

independently of CRM. Prices range

from a free version to $99/user/month.

To learn more, go to

www.Insideview.com                           �

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Gets More
Power with InsideView Announcement 
With Salesforce.com’s annual Dreamforce conference
just weeks away, we’re reminded once again about the
popularity of its CRM system and the enthusiasm for its
plug-in apps. 

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.smartsellingtools.com
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Nancy Nardin

Question:
Where do all the world’s best sales

bloggers hang out?

Answer: Here ��

http://topsalesworld.com/worlds-best-sales-blogs/top-sales-blog-posts/


Best Practices Outbound Prospect

Development program. An outbound

prospect development program must

include a multi-touch, multi-media, and

multi-cycle process.

“Those who figure out how to tightly

target an audience, craft persona-

based process and messaging, and

then execute & iterate—these will be

the companies who win. Mark my

words; it is the cold that is dead-not the

calling!”

Trish Bertuzz is president and chief
strategist of The Bridge Group, Inc.

PointClear employs a multi-touch,

multi-media, multi-cycle process to

multiply results for our clients. Why

multi-touch? Because frequency does

matter. Our analysis of touchpoint

frequency for hundreds of clients

reveals prospects need an average of

12 touches before they engage in a

meaningful conversation with a

salesperson. We also find senior

executives are 2.5 times more

responsive to quality multi-touch

campaigns than junior executives. 

Our touch cycle involves dialing

prospects at different times of the day,

but only leaving one voicemail if we do

not reach the prospect. An important

point is that we carefully develop a

series of sequential voicemails and

emails that are educational and have a

cumulative impact on the prospect.

They are not “salesy”. We find each

touch cycle reaches a point of

diminishing return and after four to six

touch cycles the company or contact is

exhausted. 

A multi-media approach is an

important component of a successful

prospect development program. It is

not enough to only use outbound

telephone calls to engage senior level

prospects. Multi-media to us means;

outbound calls, voicemail messaging,

personalized email messages, e-

marketing programs, landing pages

and traditional direct marketing. Our

experience with hundreds of clients in

many different industries is the right

multi-media approach varies from

client to client and needs to be

customized to fit the specific sales

message.

Multi-cycle: PointClear develops

prospects across more than one sales

cycle. A high-value prospect may be

interested in your solution, but the

timing may not be right or currently

there is no budget. Or perhaps the

budget exists, but interest is low. A

multi-cycle program will carefully

nurture and patiently develop these

targets into leads; leads into

prospects; and prospects into sales-

ready opportunities.

As you can see, this approach to

prospect development is complex,

multi-layered and driven by results. It

does not depend on one single tactic,

like inbound marketing, to nurture

prospects through a buying cycle. Our

experienced inside sales professionals

are engaging our clients’ prospects on

a daily basis through multiple channels

to actively develop and nurture

prospects. They proactively present

solutions to address a prospect’s pain

points vs waiting reactively for the

prospect to download a whitepaper. 

Most outside salespeople do not

possess the needed skillset to

implement a best practice prospect

development program. Their strengths

are closing qualified prospects, not

nurturing hundreds of prospects over a

long sales cycle. The PointClear sales

team members are typically senior

level salespeople who are comfortable

and experienced working with C-Suite

decision-makers. Their in-depth

knowledge of our client’s products and

ability to skillfully engage prospects

throughout the sales cycle, creates a

powerful extension of our clients’ sales

efforts. 

Cold calling may be dead—but

Gold Calling or prospect development

is alive and flourishing.                         �

And do you really want your highly

paid salespeople spending half

their day prospecting companies they

do not know and may have no need for

your solution? Talk about a high cost

per lead.

A really important distinction needs

to be made: cold calling is not prospect

development. I define B2B prospect

development as the combination of

lead generation, lead qualification,

lead nurturing and lead hand-off to

sales. Inbound marketing is only one

method of prospect development. But

it can be much slower and less

effective when compared to an

outbound prospect development

program that features best practices. I

do not believe that inbound marketing

can ever be a standalone prospect

development program.

“Inbound marketing takes months

to show real returns–I love inbound

marketing but it takes time to generate

significant results. When I walk into a

company, I bang my fist on the table:

“Inbound marketing or else!” When

they agree, I then say: “Okay, now let’s

figure out how to get leads for the next

9 months.”

Craig Rosenberg is the Funnelholic
and a co-founder of TOPO, Inc.

Does it make sense to compare a

comprehensive outsourced inbound

marketing program with cold calling

“dialing for dollars” efforts using

untrained salespeople? I don’t think

so. A better comparison is to look at a

A better comparison
is to look at a Best

Practices Outbound
Prospect

Development
program. An

outbound prospect
development

program must include
a multi-touch, multi-

media, and multi-
cycle process.

Prospect Development: The Answer
to Your Lead Generation Woes
The inbound marketing versus outbound marketing
controversy rages on. The mantra from Inbound
Marketing fanatics is “cold calling is dead.” I could not
agree more. How many salespeople do you know who
actually enjoy and excel at calling unqualified
prospects? 

To find out more about Dan, visit:
http://www.pointclear.com/
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they worked a little harder, put more

time into developing themselves and

their skillset and focused on

increasing their sales activity, they

could make more money and be an A

player!”

But, what if the person doesn’t

want to be an A player? What if they’re

happy just being a B player? What if

they don’t want to make more money?

What if they don’t want to work harder

because they value their life balance,

personal hobbies and the time they

have with their family more than the

additional money they can make? Or,

what if there are other personal

situations that limit their ability to make

a fuller commitment, regardless of

whether they want to or not? (A sick

family member they care for, a single

parent balancing all responsibilities,

other non-negotiable personal

commitments, and so on.)

Sure, they may not be setting the

world on fire and blowing out their

sales targets but they are still a solid,

non-toxic, positive contributor and

good corporate citizen. And while

every manager wants to develop a

team of A players, every team needs

and can afford to have some B

performers who still consistently

contribute to your bottom line and

sales targets.

After all, if you were an athlete

competing in the Olympics and you

walk away with a silver or bronze

medal, aren’t you still considered a

champion?

While it’s the responsibility of the

leader to support, coach and develop

their people to live their fullest

potential, you also need to respectful

and mindful of their core values,

priorities and what is most important

to them, regardless of their potential

or what you may think they are

capable of.

Keep in mind, there’s never room

at the winner’s table for the C players,

since no manager can afford to have

these underperformers on their team.

When it comes to these

underperformers, managers are

responsible for coaching these

salespeople to at least the B player

status. Otherwise, that’s when you

have to make the more difficult

decision around whether or not they

are a good fit for your team, another

team or position or the company.

The real measurement of value

derived from the coaching relationship

is determined by the person you are

coaching and how they define value,

rather than how you define it. While

this might sound counterintuitive, you

need to surrender your attachment to

pushing this type of person to realize

their fullest potential and respect their

goals.

When you do so, you may be

surprised that at some point, your B

player may decide, due to a change in

their life or priorities, that they are

ready and willing to make more

money or even become a top

performer! After all, certain major life

changes, such as getting married,

having children, purchasing a new

home or other life or career changing

events can shift this person’s focus

and priorities to the point where they

are ready to advance to their next

level of success.  This alone supports

the case for managers needing to

continually and effectively coach their

people to ensure you’re aware of any

of these changes in order to quickly

shift the focus of their coaching so it’s

now aligned with their new set of

priorities.

So, coach them to be the best they

can be, while respecting their

boundaries and values. Now, instead

of pushing them too hard, you are

aligning company objectives with their

personal goals. And the real win here

is, you have achieved something that

many managers struggle with

developing and maintaining that’s

critical to building a bench-strong

team of champions. That is, trust.      �While coaching is about stretching

and challenging someone to

attain more than they would be able to

on their own, sometimes what they

can achieve, what they want to

achieve, and what is in their best

interest are in conflict with each other.

Therefore, when coaching people,

it’s not always about what is possible,

realistic, or attainable. Instead, it

becomes more about honoring each

individual’s personal goals, values and

priorities.

Managers need to be mindful

about what their employees want,

what they need, and how their

personal and professional goals align,

while honoring their business

objectives, quota and expectations

that need to be met at work.

Subsequently, this shapes the

focus of your coaching and helps

define the right priorities and topics to

address. If pushed too hard, you might

find yourself pushing a solid B player

to the point they quit. And if they don’t

quit, how do you think this affects the

level of trust they have in you? Now,

this person feels that all you do is push

your own goals and agenda on them

without honoring what they want most!

Sure, you can look at some of the

talent on your team and say, “If only

To find out more about Keith, visit:
http://keithrosen.com/

Sometimes a manager wants so much for their direct
reports to be happy, successful and satisfied that they
actually want more for their people than their people
want or are ready for themselves.

When Being Good is Great
The real

measurement of
value derived from

the coaching
relationship is

determined by the
person you are

coaching and how
they define value,

rather than how you
define it. 

Keith Rosen
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Nobody knows precisely
how many blog posts are
made every day in the
“sales space” but it is
probably thousands. 
Each week on Top Sales
World we will publish the
details of the top ten
posts – in our opinion –
and then announce one
winner. The four weekly
winners will battle it out
for the “Top Sales Blog
Post of the Month” title,
and be re-published here
in our Top Sales magazine.
October’s winner was Dan
McDade.

Top Sales Article
October 2013
Top Sales Article
October 2013

Top Sales Blog Post
October 2013

O C T O B E R  2 0 1 3

Each week we select the
very best sales articles
from the major article
sites, written by top sales
gurus from around the
world. The overall winner
for October was Tiffani
Bova.

O C T O B E R  2 0 1 3

Why is it that sales models are

perhaps the most under examined

area when it comes to preparing for

the future? Why is it that the CEO

does not demand the same level of

planning rigor in the sales

organization as they do in the rest of

the company? Is it that sales can be

measured on the simple – did you hit

your numbers or not – measurement

stick? Any sales leader who uses their

‘gut’ as their strategic compass should

quickly realize – what got you here is

not going to get you there with the

same level of success it has in the

past. There are too many market

forces (such as mobile, social, cloud

and information) at play which take

many existing sales models and turn

them upside down. During our special

report research on the Future of IT

Sales, one thing which stood out to

me was not many (read very few)

technology sales leaders embark on

any level of scenario planning when

they are looking to improve sales

performance. They tend to fall back on

old habits such as spending more

marketing dollars, deploying more

sales resources, copying what their

competition is doing and finally

adjusting compensation all in an

attempt to improve performance.

However, that mentality must change;

otherwise future growth becomes

more at risk with each passing

quarter. Scenario-based planning can

provide you company the ability to

reduce the reaction times to

unexpected changes, improve

resilience and increase competitive

advantage.

Everyone should agree that an

effective sales model remains

essential to every successful

organization, whether it is a new

venture or an established player.

What you sell, how you sell and to

whom you sell are changing at an

unprecedented pace, especially in the

IT segment. Everyone knows that.

However, what is not known is the

precise details and timing of what will

be effective in any given market,

segment, region, vertical and

technology sector, going forward. This

is where scenario based planning

comes into play. It can help uncover

hidden assumptions and mental

models, and stimulate new thinking.

Much of the value resides in ...............

If you are using BANT (Budget,

Authority, Need, and Timeframe) to

define a sales-ready lead, it’s time to

STOP! BANT is an outdated

methodology responsible for more

lost opportunities than your CEO and

CFO care to hear. Truth is, many

companies buy solutions that have

never been budgeted. Why? Because

the value of the solution has not yet

been realized by the buyer. Enterprise

companies can’t assign authority for a

purchase when the solution has not

yet been imagined. One must also

understand that today’s lower level

contacts are doing the majority of the

legwork of researching possible

solutions because higher level

decision makers don't have time. If

you're ignoring these key lower level

influencers based on their lack of

authority you are doing your

organization a real disservice.

Watch today's PowerMinute to

learn how to establish a meaningful

lead definition that matches today’s

buy cycle. It’s time to get with the

program!
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PowerMinute: How to Establish
a Meaningful Lead Definition

Read More Here�

Sales Leaders: Is your “gut” still
good enough? Or will Scenario
Planning Save Your Job?

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesarticles/week-winner/sales-leaders-is-your-gut-still-good-enough-or-will-scenario-planning-save-your-job-by-tiffani-bova-2/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesarticles/week-winner/sales-leaders-is-your-gut-still-good-enough-or-will-scenario-planning-save-your-job-by-tiffani-bova-2/
http://topsalesworld.com/topblogposts/week-winner/powerminute-how-to-establish-a-meaningful-lead-definition-by-dan-mcdade-2/


Commercialization involves

meeting business milestones,

instead of chasing quarterly sales

quotas and commissions that go into

your own pocket. Commercialization

involves interacting with key

stakeholders, investors, C-level

management as you meet those

business milestones.

Commercialization typically is

associated with the startup

community, rather than the wide world

of Fortune-Something selling. 

Commercialization involves non-

traditional sellers, like you, who are

the creators, innovators, engineers,

generators of those products,

platforms, services. Except you are

called to do that Yin-Yang thing:  Sell.

Sell your concept and idea to

investors and early adopters.

Leverage influence across social

platforms to engage customers.

Allocate resources appropriately and

effectively to manage churn.

Demonstrate your ability to lead,

rather than conduct business like a

deer-in-headlights.

No matter what term you use to

pretty up the process of generating

investors and customers for your

business, selling is involved. Have

you, as a traditional salesperson, ever

considered yourself as a

commercialization engineer for your

company? You are, after all,

contributing to the revenue stream

that not only sustains your

commission check, but your

employer’s infrastructure, as well.

Engineering commercialization,

rather than simply selling, makes your

brain twist in several directions, does it

not? I hope so. Today’s global

economy calls for traditional sales

people who are capable of being

nimble and flexible to market

conditions. Today’s global economy

calls for traditional sales cultures who

have taken a page out of

entrepreneurship and asked their

people to provide a new type of selling

experience for customer engagement

and loyalty.

Today’s traditional seller should

consider striving to become the go-to

person for their customers. Provide

insight when they ask how doing

business with you influences their

company’s viability in the global

marketplace. When’s the last time one

of your customers called you to have

that type of high-level discussion?

Chances are, they probably called you

because of a service delivery issue.

When your traditional selling role

becomes commercialization engineer,

you no longer look, and sound, like a

talking head to customers. There’s

tremendous opportunity to impact

your local economy, for starters.

Your taking that perspective injects

an altruistic component into the

traditional concept of selling. Your

capabilities at traditional selling can

become much more in today’s

marketplaces.  If I’ve just made you

feel a bit uncomfortable, that’s good.

The majority of you are so, so much

more than your traditional selling role

calls for.

Engineering commercialization,

instead of traditional selling, may lead

you in 2014 towards far greater

success as a business person of

worth. How might you begin retooling

and recalibrating in the New Year?

Stay tuned…                                           �

To find out more about Babette, visit:
http://salesaerobicsforengineers.com/

The term “commercialization” involves introducing
products, services, platforms into the marketplace for
revenue generation. That sounds a lot like selling, but
it’s not. Not at all.

When your traditional
selling role becomes

commercialization
engineer, you no
longer look, and

sound, like a talking
head to customers. 

Babette Ten Haken

Engineering  Commercialization or Simply Selling? 
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That doesn’t necessarily mean 8 out of 10
salespeople will lose their jobs, but it does mean
that most of us are going to have to change the
way we sell.

We already know that the way we communicate is
changing. We are having far less face-face
meetings than before, as we begin to utilize the
array of online conferencing tools available to us.

The way we learn is changing, as we use the
internet to research and keep up to date – how
long before newspapers and books disappear
altogether?

The way we develop relationships is changing: We
now connect through social media sites like
LinkedIn and Twitter.

And of course the way in which we buy and sell is
changing forever …

Are you ready to change?

Isn’t it time you started hanging out with the
winners?

Top Sales World is a unique site dedicated
exclusively to the profession of sales. TSW draws
the industry’s best-known sales experts –
including me – who provide unparalleled
information in the form of how-to-guides, articles,
and web-based Masterclasses and Roundtables,
plus so much more.

TSW is the world’s first online “sales
hypermarket,” with the shelves stacked with every
conceivable resource front-line sales professionals
and their managers could possibly need – and it is
all free

You will love this short video

After you have watched it, get yourself over to Top
Sales World, and join with thousands of like-
minded sales professionals, who are committed to
winning – you will not find many losers over there!

It is a fact. Many sales experts and commentators are telling
us that 80% of sales roles will change by 2016.

http://topsalesworld.com/
http://topsalesworld.com/
http://topsalesworld.com/
http://topsalesworld.com/world-awareness-week/


especially outbound prospecting) is

the perfect venue for promoting

healthy competition and spurring

persistence. But to do this you need

transparency. Did you make more

dials than your neighbor? Book more

meetings than last month’s top

performer? Allowing your reps to

easily answer these questions by

giving them access to performance

metrics will ensure that your reps are

performing at their highest level and

pushing their teammates to that

same level of achievement. 

2. Contests
Of course, transparency alone isn’t

enough to propel your reps -- you

need to incentivize them. Contests

are the easiest and most effective

way to get your reps to increase their

effort and raise their game. Not all

contests are created equal, however,

and it is important to find the right

balance of team vs. individual and

short-term vs. long-term contests to

keep production high. Quarterly team

dinners are a great way to recognize

persistent effort, and performance-

based prizes help goad reps on to

even higher levels of production, but

it is also important to reward smaller

accomplishments.

Spiffs are a great way to do this.

These small rewards -- doled out for

everything from scheduling the most

opportunities in a given week to

writing the best prospecting email --

encourage your reps to stay

persistent and energetic on a daily

level. Spiffs don’t need to be big -- a

shiny new gadget or nice bottle of

wine will do -- but they should be

given routinely.

3. Gamification
As you can see, giving your reps

clearly defined goals and regular

rewards is a great way to boost their

performance. In this way, improving

sales performance is much like a

video game, which is why the trend of

‘gamification’ has gained so much

traction recently. This technique --

which involves giving reps not just

tangible prizes, but also more game-

like rewards like ‘leveling up’ badges

and experience points -- has been

proven to foster friendly competition

among reps and incentivize the right

behaviors. 

In keeping with the importance of

transparency, it is important to not

only create a system of gamification,

but also to bake this system into your

team’s environment. Big TVs

displaying ‘leader boards’ and emails

tracking daily or weekly progress are

perfect for keeping the game-like

aspect of sales at the forefront of

your reps’ minds.

4. Coaching
All of the ideas above have been

about getting your reps to work hard,

but it is just as important to get them

to work smart. And this means

creating an environment where skill

development and professional

improvement are encouraged. Help

your reps learn and improve by

holding regular coaching sessions on

both an individual rep and team-wide

basis. 

It is important to treat these

meetings not only as opportunities to

impart knowledge to your reps, but

also as a chance to get them to guide

their own improvement. What skills

do they believe are holding them

back? How would they like to

develop? Making the learning

process a dialogue is essential for

getting buy-in from your reps and

attaining continuous improvement.

It’s easy for Sales Managers to

ignore culture when they think about

the factors that lead to success, but

this is a huge mistake. The right

sales environment can boost

performance, improve effectiveness

and, ultimately, increase revenue, so

it is essential to use the four

components above to set your team

up to win.                                             �

Put even more simply, your sales

team’s performance boils down to

a single word: culture. If you want to

get the most from your team, you

need to create an environment that

gets your reps to work the hardest

(and smartest) and properly

incentivizes them to perform the right

behaviors to help you hit your number.

In our recent eBook, “The
Definitive Guide to Building a
Successful Outbound Prospecting
Team,” we discussed the core tenets

of a healthy culture, and now we’d

like to look a little more closely at the

four main components: transparency,

contests, gamification and coaching. 

1. Transparency
Few jobs are as number-driven as

sales. Because of this, sales (and
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Few jobs are as
number-driven as

sales. Because of this,
sales (and especially

outbound
prospecting) is the
perfect venue for

promoting healthy
competition and

spurring persistence. 

Zorian Rotenberg

To find out more about Zorian, visit:
www.insightsquared.com/

If there’s one question that Sales Managers ask more than any other, it’s what they
can do to get the best performance from their teams. Hitting your number depends
on a lot of factors -- the quality of your product, the effectiveness of your sales
process and the inherent skill of your reps, among others -- but it also hinges largely
on the way you lead, reward and motivate your team. 

Cultural Revolution: The 4 Elements
That Will Transform Your Outbound
Sales Prospecting Team’s Culture 
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http://learn.insightsquared.com/Outbound-Prospecting
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The Path to
Agilemobility

Relationship Selling is Alive
and Well – Thank you

Before You Pitch Selling to Technical
Professionals

Nancy Nardin � Jim Cathcart � Kelley Robertson � Babette Ten Haken �

Top Sales HardTalk Interviews

How to Perfect the Art of
the Elevator Sales Pitch

How to Banish The Most
Deadly Disease Mankind Has

Inflicted Upon Itself

How to Get More from
Your “Best Accounts”

How to Match Sales Team
Requirements with
Management Input

Here � Here � Here � Here �

How to Guides

Activity Based Planning
Leads to More

Consistent Results

Pipeline Reviews: Asking
tough questions to close

more business

You Don’t Get What You
Deserve, You Get What

You Negotiate …

Mining Your Single Most
Valuable Business

Building Asset

Here � Here � Here � Here �

Sales Team Development Sessions

The Five Main Drivers for
Improvement Within Any

Organization – A Leadership
Responsibility

New-Age Sales-Team
Motivation: Quality

of Work Life

Seven Signs That Your
Sales Team Is In Trouble

Where Emotional
Intelligence is
Needed Most

Here � Here � Here � Here �

Leadership Skills
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesHardTalk/Nancy_Nardin_TSW_March_13.mp3
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Similarly in sales, professionals

need to be able to think beyond

the accounts they are responsible

for, and to be objective about every

aspect of what comprises their

pipeline. Sounds simple, right?

Wrong! Far too often, sellers make

the mistake of trusting their

unchecked assumptions and are

blinded by what might actually be

happening on an account. 

Like the musician who performs

without listening, when things don’t

get done the way they should,

mistakes happen, business gets lost,

or time is wasted on deals that aren’t

ready to close.

That’s why in a sales

organization, a detailed pipeline

review should be held at the start of

every month. The best way to do this

is to sit down with someone in your

organization who is capable of

looking objectively at a salesperson’s

work and can challenge some of the

assumptions they might be making

about their accounts. Typically this

individual would be a manager, a VP,

a sales coach or a trusted third party. 

A detailed pipeline review is

where tough questions get asked.

Sure, it can be painful, but it is the

only way people can receive an

objective view on everything they

need to do to get things done—in

other words, how much is really

expected to close, and how they are

going to get it closed.

Get the facts
Smoke out those false assumptions

by asking questions that go searching

for facts rather than feelings. For

every account, here are key questions

that need to be asked… 

� What proof do you have that this

deal will close this month? What

obstacles are still in your way?

� When did you last speak directly to

your client? What did they say?

� What’s stopping them from buying

from you right now? Who else are

they considering?

� What are your next steps? What

other contacts can you make inside

the account to secure this sale now?

� When will you complete those

steps?
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Look for the signals
Be on the lookout for answers that

reveal thinking based on feeling and

assumptions rather than facts. A solid

pipeline requires proof that you know

exactly what is happening, based on

direct conversations with the client.

You will not close business based on

assumptions. 

Deeper questioning is required

when you get answers that lead with

the following phrases:

� “I think…” 

� “Maybe…”

� “Not sure, but…”

� “As I understand it…”

� “I’m sensing that…”

� “I just know…”

Dig deeper 
Once you have challenged basic

assumptions, dig deeper and start

asking probing questions about the

facts supporting an account. It’s time for

more rigorous examination when you

hear any of the following about deals

slated to close within a month: 

� Account is described as still being

at the qualifying stage or lower.

� Anything less than a 70%

probability to close.

� A lack of clear financial information

attached to the sale.

� Deals slated to close that have a

last-contact date greater than two

weeks in the past.

Once you have challenged basic

assumptions, dig deeper and start

asking probing questions about the

facts supporting an account. It’s time

for more rigorous examination when

you hear any of the following about

deals slated to close within a month: 

� Account is described as still being at

the qualifying stage or lower.

� Anything less than a 70%

probability to close.

Those kinds of answers suggest that

the seller is missing important

information about an account or that

the pipeline has not been updated

with accurate information. Either the

seller has to work harder to get

answers and fill in the facts, or

perhaps the deal is not as real as it

was thought to be, and must be

pushed further into the year, or

eliminated from the pipeline

completely.

Your CRM isn't enough
A CRM system is an effective way of

tracking the pipeline. It can provide a

repository for the key metrics

including deal size, deal stage and

anticipated close date. But it is

subject to the old adage: garbage in,

garbage out.

Without the review process where

opportunities are subjected to the

scrutiny detailed above, the data in

the CRM cannot be relied upon. In

fact, it is worse: there is little

impedance for bad news: just login

and slip the deal or lower its value.

That anonymity increases the

likelihood that there are unpleasant

surprises with every pipeline dump

from the system.

When you combine pipeline

review with your CRM, you are

provided a powerful tool for providing

up to date, realistic data. When reps

know that CRM updates are going to

be tested for validity, their inputs will

be more conservative and self-

scrutinized.

The good news and the bad
news
When you have completed your

review, you will undoubtedly have a

smaller pipeline. But it will be a real

pipeline based on facts rather than

assumptions. You and your sales

professional will also have a plan of

attack for each deal and know exactly

what it will take to get the deals

closed, or moved closer to a decision.

Now the rest of the month can be

spent executing your plan!  �

Those kinds of
answers suggest that
the seller is missing

important
information about an

account or that the
pipeline has not been

updated with
accurate information. 

Colleen Francis

To find out more about Colleen , visit:
http://www.engageselling.com/

Pipeline Reviews: Asking Tough
Questions to Close More Business 
Music teaches us valuable lessons we can apply to a sales organization. An accomplished
musician will tell you that one of the most important skills they need to have in their
profession is the ability to listen to the music. It’s not enough to just play your
instrument. You need to have a critical ear and listen to what’s going on around you. 
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career—killers is chasing after non-

prospects. Sit down and define in

detail who your ideal prospects are

and then concentrate on finding and

connecting with them. Examine your

company’s best clients—what do they

have in common? Identify those

characteristics they have in common

and then use that criteria to create the

profile of your ideal prospect or

prospects.

4. Focus only on real
prospects.
Even many who have defined in-

detail who their real prospects are

find themselves chasing after those

who don't qualify. It is easy to get

sucked into chasing after what

appears to be a potential easy sale

even though the prospect is outside

the sphere of your ideal prospect.

Those “easy” sales have a way of

becoming nothing but tremendous

time wasters. Commit yourself to

staying on track. Defining your ideal

prospects doesn't do any good if you

allow yourself to wander.

5. Eliminate the success
killing busy work.
For many of us doing busy work is not

only easier than doing the hard work

of selling, but we can convince

ourselves that the busy work is

important. Creating fliers, making

lists of potential prospects, updating

the CRM, and all the other

preparation and customer service

stuff we do are also career killers. If

what you do isn't directly involved

with finding qualified prospects,

making sales presentations and

closing sales, or getting a sale

completed its busy work. Busy work

may make you feel like you're

accomplishing something but it isn't

making you a dime. If it doesn't make

you money, don't do it during selling

hours. Of course many of these

activities are necessary and often

required by management, but that

doesn’t mean they need to be or

should be done during selling hours.

Set these activities aside to be done

during non-selling hours. Come in

early, stay late, or work a few hours

on the weekend to get the busy work

done. Make your mantra “Selling

hours are for selling activities only.”

6. Learn to generate
introductions to new
prospects.

Introductions to new prospects

from existing clients are the best,

most cost effective prospecting and

marketing method there is. Nothing

can beat introductions in terms of

ROI, close ratio, and client loyalty.

Yet, few salespeople know how to

generate strong direct introductions

to great prospects from their clients.

A direct introduction is not just a

name and phone number of

someone your client gave you when

you asked for a referral. Most of

those are worthless. Instead you

need to learn how to find out who

your client knows that you know is a

great prospect for you and then have

them introduce you to the prospect

directly. Creating direct client

introductions to handpicked

prospects will guarantee you’ll have

a tremendous year in 2014.

7. Create a consistent client
communication campaign.
If you don't already have a consistent

communication campaign for your

clients and prospects, create one

now. You should be touching each of

your clients and long-term prospects

12 to 16 times a year. Use a

combination of media--calls, emails,

newsletters, letters, postcards. Make

sure each of your communications

brings value to your client. The key

question to ask yourself before

making any contact is "does this

benefit the client or only me?" If it

doesn't benefit the client, don't send

it or don't call. Never waste your

client's time.

Time is short. But implementing

these 7 "musts" will get your year on

track to be one of the best you've

ever had.                                              �

Introductions to new
prospects from

existing clients are
the best, most cost

effective prospecting
and marketing

method there is. 

To find out more about Paul, visit:
http://www.mccordandassociates.com/
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Paul McCord

Here are 7 steps you must take

and take now if you want to

control of your own destiny:

1. Flush out all of the tail
chasing "prospects" in your
system.
We all have "prospects" in our

pipeline that take up time and

energy—but we know in our heart of

hearts that they are nothing but

illusions, hopes and dreams that will

never come to fruition. Don't waste

any more of your precious time on

them. Concentrate on real prospects

not the "maybe someday” dreams.

Vow to be done with the tail chasing

time wasters.

2. Get organized.
Many of us spend a great deal of

each day getting “organized,” which

in reality is a euphemism for avoiding

the difficult parts of our jobs. But

organization is important and one of

the keys to making 2014 a great year.

Take a two or three days now to get

truly organized for next year. Develop

a solid prospect list; develop a solid

elevator speech and unique selling

proposition. Get your CRM caught up

and accurate so you know where

you’re at with each of your clients and

prospects. Examine the past year—

what did you do well and where do

you need improvement? How can you

capitalize on your strengths and

overcome your weaknesses?

3. Know who a real prospect
is.
If you haven't already defined your

ideal prospect(s) in detail, do so now.

One of the biggest time—and

Are you really ready to make 2014 your best year ever?
If you aren't, it isn’t too late—but you’re already behind
the eight ball.  

7 Steps to Guarantee
a Great 2014



The reasons for my departure are

as follows:

The revenue goal you have set for

me is not based in reality. It is unfair to

set my goals based some high level

Gartner numbers. For three years, I

have submitted a proposal to set the

number correctly and it has been

rejected. Give the new guy a chance.

You have 16 items on my priority

list. No one can do 16 things well.

Each of these has been labeled

mission critical. As a result, I have

become a bad husband and father.

Don’t ruin another man’s life. Not all

opportunities are created equal. Pick

a few things.

While entertaining, and in many

instances probably quite true, it got

me thinking. This head of sales had

his point of view. But there are two

sides to every coin, are there not?

What would a CEO response
look like?
So here goes a (tongue-in-cheek)

attempt at a reply:

Dear Bob,

I accept your letter of resignation as

VP, WW Sales and appreciate the

time you took to detail your reasons

for departure. In the same vein, I

thought I’d share some feedback on

your performance.

I understand the revenue goal we

set was a stretch. We decided to base

it on historical performance, market

potential and corporate goals. The

numbers you proposed always

seemed to ensure the goal of

achieving your bonus – rather than

our Board’s satisfaction with overall

company performance. Also, I’ll make

sure to let Gartner know that they

should reach out to you for insights on

properly sizing our market.

I apologize for your 16-item

priority list. To my mind, 12 of those

are basics that any head of sales

should have brought to the table. In

hiring your replacement, we’ll make

sure to not repeat this error. As not

only the CEO, but also the company’s

founder, please tell me more about

the demands of your role and your

need for work-life balance. Would you

suggest we offer marriage counseling

and parenting classes as part of the

incentive package?

You state that our products are

commodities. I remember how hard

you fought to maintain a face-to-face

(read: high cost) field sales force. It

appears that your hiring profile was

out of alignment with the

requirements of our market. And your

repeated refrain was to request more

headcount for road-warrior enterprise

reps. No wonder I had the CFO

monitor your hiring plans.

I know that you struggled to form a

relationship with our CMO. Let me

offer some coaching. Sales is about

attunement. Perhaps a little more

perspective taking and a little less

storming and screaming “these leads

aren’t ready to buy” would have

improved matters. FYI, since your

departure we’ve built an inside sales

team and are observing an unfamiliar

phenomenon: new pipeline from

inbound leads.

Finally, I am sorry you found our

culture too rigid. Having “military-like

commands” that are demoralizing is

not my aim. The lesson from the

military I wish you had absorbed is

“the sergeants run the army.” During

your tenure, we had 80% attrition in

front-line sales managers. I should

have been more supportive of their

needs and their success. I mistakenly

thought that was your job. I’ve often

heard the maxim, “People join

companies, they leave bosses.” I now

see the truth in it.

Bob, I wish you every success in

your new venture. We have learned

much from you and will work hard to

build a better organization. And we

will no longer tolerate a bad sales

leader.

Godspeed!

CEO

So this was a fun exercise.                �

While entertaining,
and in many

instances probably
quite true, it got me

thinking. This head of
sales had his point of

view. But there are
two sides to every

coin, are there not?

Trish Bertuzzi

To find out more about Trish, visit:
http://www.bridgegroupinc.com/
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I recently read a fictionalized letter of resignation from a SVP, Sales (to a CEO) over on
the Sales Benchmark Index blog. It is worth a full read, but here is a quick excerpt:

CEO's Response to
‘A Letter of Resignation’
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1. Keep it brief, make it simple. This

advice first appeared in a Latin tract

somewhere between the 4th Century

BC and 4th Century AD. A letter

should be "restricted", it advised.

"Those that are too long, not to

mention too inflated in style, are not in

any true sense letters at all but

treatises." Correspondents were told

to be both graceful and plain. "A

letter's aim is to express friendship

briefly and set out a simple subject in

simple terms. The man who utters

sententious maxims and exhortations

seems to be no longer chatting in a

letter but preaching from the pulpit."

2. Write as you speak. This advice,

much favoured by Jane Austen, is

believed to have been initially

promoted by Aristotle in about 360BC.

His precise instructions do not

survive, but Artemon, the editor of

Aristotle's letters, maintained that "a

letter should be written in the same

manner as a dialogue".

3. Don't be afraid to grovel. Want to

say thanks for dinner? Look to the

writing manual by Hugh of Bologna

from the 12th Century. One of

Europe's epistolary masters, Hugh's

compliments knew no ceiling. In a

letter to another scribe, he observes

how, under his guidance, "the

uneducated are immediately

cultivated, the stutterers are

immediately eloquent, the dull-witted

are immediately enlightened, the

twisted are immediately made

straight". May also do the trick when

applying for a job or a loan.

4. Be spontaneous, be free.

Progressive French 16th Century

essayist Michel de Montaigne

suggested that formality spelled death

to authentic correspondence. He

mistrusted letters that "have no other

substance than a fine contexture of

courteous words". Far better to be

spontaneous and not think too much.

"The first word begets the second,

and so to the end," he wrote.

Montaigne really would have loved

email, not least our growing tendency

to dispense with formal greetings and

endings. "The letters of this age

consist more in fine edges and

prefaces than in matter," he argued.

And for the closing niceties, "I would

with all my heart transfer it to another

hand to add those long harangues,

offers, and prayers that we place at

the bottom, and should be glad that

some new custom would discharge us

of that trouble."

5. Tell it like it is. In the guide Cupids

Messenger of 1629, the anonymous

author told his readers how to write to

an unfaithful partner. There was really

no point being polite. Far better to be

bilious and vengeful. "Leprosie

compared to thee is all health...

neither thy bodie nor thy soule are

free from the disease of shame and

disgrace of the world." Try this ancient

advice first, and only then revert to the

more modern solution of a letter from

a solicitor.

6. Write back swiftly, but carefully. In

1686, Philip, second Earl of

Chesterfield, wrote a book of

instruction for his eldest daughter.

Some of it concerned the layout of a

letter ("If you write to a Queen, begin

your first line within three fingers

breadth of the bottom of the paper"),

but there was also advice we may

heed today. He advised his daughter

to carefully re-read what she had

written before sending it, checking her

spelling with a dictionary and making

sure not to repeat words. But above

all be prompt. "It is a very great

incivilitie not to answer all the letters

we do receive, except they come from

our servants or very mean persons."

7. Emotional blackmail may work

with your parents. The Ladies

Complete Letter-Writer of 1763

offered "polite and improving" advice

on all matters "that usually interest the

Fair Sex". There were template letters

about the lasting impact of scandal

and the dangers of over-flirtatious

behaviour, and details of how to write

to a woman who had lost her beauty

to smallpox. But within the 275 pages

there was also something that may be

emailed today (albeit with slightly

modified language) to an overbearing

parent determined to match-make.

"Punish me by any other means

provoked authority can invent," an

unidentified daughter pleads with her

mother. "Condemn me to pass the

whole remainder of my days in lonely

solitude; shut me from all society, or

banish me where only lions and tigers

dwell. Fate cannot reach me in any

shape so horrid as the embraces of

Andrugio."

8. Be more polite than you really

want to be. Lewis Carroll loved letter-

writing so much that in 1888 he

patented something called The

Wonderland, a special case with a

pocket to house every denomination

of postage stamp. You bought the

case and you got a free booklet

entitled Eight or Nine Wise Words

About Letter-Writing, some of it

concerned with not missing the last

post. But there was also something

we can use today - advice on

showing restraint. Notwithstanding

rule five - tell it like it is - Carroll

warned his readers to think very

carefully before getting involved in a

Trollopian war. "If you have written

anything that may offend, put the

letter aside for a day and then read it

as if you were the recipient," he

wrote. "This will often lead to your

writing it all over again, taking out a

lot of the vinegar and pepper, and

putting in honey instead." Carroll's

other rules:

� If your correspondent makes a

severe remark, either ignore it or

soften your response

� If your friend is friendly, make your

reply ever friendlier

9. Don't forget the paper clip. Carroll

had one more piece of wisdom, as

applicable now as 125 years ago. If

you write that you're enclosing a

cheque or someone else's letter,

"leave off writing for a moment - go

and get the document referred to -

and put it into the envelope.

Otherwise, you are pretty certain to

find it lying about, after the post has

gone!" For "cheque" read, "email

attachment".

10. The young get all the blame. In

All The Year Round, the Victorian

journal "conducted" by Charles

Dickens, a contributor wrote a letter-

writing guide that contained the one

nugget common to almost all the

guides that had preceded it - write

legibly. But what of those who can

write but don't? "This is more

generally the fault of young people,

and arises chiefly from thoughtless

selfishness. Their thoughts and their

time are engrossed with their own

pleasures and pursuits. It is more

amusing and interesting to write to

young people of their own age than to

write duty letters to parents and

relatives." Do these terrible people not

write at all? "A shabby, ill-considered,

stilted letter is written at wide intervals

to those whose whole life has been

spent in their service, while folios of

trash are lavished on bosom friends to

whom they owe no duty whatsoever."

Texting was only a century away…    �

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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Lewis Carroll loved
letter-writing so

much that in 1888 he
patented something

called The
Wonderland, a special
case with a pocket to

house every
denomination of
postage stamp. 

Want to Create Better Emails?
Take Some Tips From Old Letter Writers
Before email, letter-writing guides were best sellers,
the faddy self-help books of their day. There are still
many things that we can learn from them before
pressing, "send"



Coming Soon …. At last, a brand new book from Linda Richardson

Changing the Sales Conversation:
Connect, Collaborate, and Close

(Foreword by Neil Rackham)

The proven new sales strategy from New York Times bestselling author Linda Richardson
Learn how to create better, more effective dialogs with customers in today’s hyper digital world

In this era of iPads, iPhones, and apps, sales
communications may be growing, but sales
conversations are dying--and so are too many sales.
The New Sales Conversation helps you use new
links and technologies without losing the very reason
for making a connection in the first place--a chance
to exchange the winning words that lead to a
successful close and a loyal customer.

Richardson provides five easy-to-remember keys to
bringing value to customers: Futuring (Predictive

Preparation), Heat-mapping (New and Emerging
Needs), Value-tracking (Proof of Solution), Phasing
(Verifiable Outcomes), and Linking (Emotional
Connection)

Linda Richardson is the founder and Executive
Chairwoman of Richardson, a global sales training
business. She teaches sales and management
courses at the Wharton Graduate School of the
University of Pennsylvania and the Wharton
Executive Development Center.

Pre-order your copy today HERE

http://www.perfectpitch24.com
http://www.amazon.com/Changing-Sales-Conversation-Connect-Collaborate/dp/0071823654


What’s the main collaboration

issue? Based on a sales

enablement framework with the

customer’s journey at the core, the

main collaboration issues are all

enablement services from design to

rollout. Specifically, it’s about content

along the customer’s journey for

different internal and external target

groups and it’s about sales trainings,

such as product, skill, process and tool

trainings. Today, let’s focus on content

councils.

Many different streams have to be

orchestrated across different functions

to provide those services efficiently and

effectively. Councils are an approach to

drive cross-functional collaboration in a

structured and effective way. Let’s look

at a few proven ideas, based on two

definitions:
� Content is defined as all types of

content, including playbooks,

collateral, videos regarding “what to

sell” and “how to sell” with the purpose

to equip people successfully at all

levels and at all stages along the

customer’s journey. 

� Content Council is defined as a

cross-functional strategic board that

makes decisions on what to do, how to

do it and how to measure success

whereas the execution often remains in

the initial functions. Budgets should be

assigned to the council, but your point

of departure will often be the other way

around. So, true leadership is required!

Follow these steps to initiate your

content council:

� Senior Executive Sponsorship:
Ideally, both the sales leader and the

marketing leader are the council’s

senior executive sponsors. 

� Content Council Lead: The

person, who leads the strategic sales

force enablement team should lead the

content council to provide strategic

guidance, based on the sales

enablement framework. Connecting

the dots to other sales force

enablement areas, e.g. sales trainings,

methods, processes and tools

� Council Members: Typical

members in the council decision board

are the leaders of product & solution

marketing, vertical marketing, portfolio

management, any kind of dedicated

sales enablement content teams.

Include an interface to the trainings

teams.

� Council Charter: Your charter

defines how council works together

and it supports all internal selling

issues. Mission and principles, defined

outcomes for each phase, topic-

specific council teams, members and

sponsors and a meeting calendar

should be covered in the charter.

� Content Council Teams:
- Content Management Framework

team: responsible for the content

management framework, which

defines content types, maps them to

the customer’s journey, defines internal

and external target groups, as well as

processes on content definition,

creation and localization. 

- Tool & Technology Team: The

challenge is how to design technology,

but also packaged content as

playbooks in a way that it supports the

business needs most effectively.

- Impact Team: It measures

efficiency based on content analytics

and effectiveness along the customer’s

journey. 

- Launch Team: Prototypes of new

content types are developed,

challenged and piloted with dedicated

sales teams – it can be the perfect role

for field enablement, if you have such a

function.

Have a successful kick-off and

make a difference!                                   �

To find out more about Tamara, visit:
http://blog.tamaraschenk.com/
http://de.linkedin.com/in/tamaraschenk
http://twitter.com/tamaraschenk
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Tamara Schenk

How To Drive Cross-Functional Collaboration
With Councils – Part 1: Content Council
Whoever owns sales enablement in your organization,
it’s always a cross-functional discipline. The need to
collaborate to achieve better results is increasing,
especially in a complex environment.

Sure, he had a lawn mowing

business at 12, but he turned his

into a money-making machine

(though he opted not to tell his mom

about his increased profits).

He ran track like plenty of other

kids, but he pushed himself to break

his high school's mile record. He got

the usual entry-level job right out of

college, but then he changed the

sales process, earned millions of

dollars for the company, and became

CEO by the time he was 25.

These days, Dan is a business

strategist. A popular speaker. And an

ultra-runner.

Dan and his team help companies

all over the world arrive at business-

changing breakthrough ideas by

moving past outdated conventional

wisdom, social peer pressure, and the

selfish behaviors that stop them from

being high performers.

The Wall Street Journal calls his

blog, Edgy Conversations, one of the

Top 7 sales blogs anywhere on the

internet. He’s been profiled in

Business Week, INC Magazine,

Business Insider, and on dozens of

radio programs. Hundreds of his

articles on unconventional business

strategy have been published.

If you want to catch up with Dan,

you'll probably need to lace up some

running shoes and hit the road. He's

the crazy dude running against traffic.

In the meanwhile, read his blog, send

him an email, ask him for help.

Whatever you do, don't just do

nothing.                                                    �

Focus On
Dan Waldschmidt

In The Spotlight

Since birth, Dan
Waldschmidt has been
refusing to accept
business as usual.

To Find out more about Dan, visit: http://danwaldschmidt.com/
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Instead, I found a plethora of vague

and meaningless phrases.

Here are examples from just one

posting. The post was packed with

phrases like “instill accountability,”

“develop and refine sales skills,”

“increase success rate on

prospecting,” “minimize errors and

service recovery costs,” “help develop

repeatable programs,” and “meet

hiring sales targets.” These phrases

describe how a Sales Manager will be

measured. They do not express what

a Sales Manager is to do. 

What’s more, these phrases

indicate there is significant blurring of

responsibilities at this well-known

company. The work of Human

Resources, Training, Customer

Service and Marketing professionals

is embedded in these phrases. Are
Sales Manager really supposed to
do all of this single-handedly?

That common denominator –

revenue production – also blurs the

line. Sales Managers who are

promoted because they’ve been

strong revenue producers will

naturally revert to their strength.

They’re good at selling, measured by

sales, unfamiliar and untrained in non-

selling work, and stretched beyond

what any one person could

realistically do (as evidenced in the

phrases above from an actual job

posting). Is it any wonder that Sales

Managers prefer selling even when

their role becomes managing?

It’s time for Sales Managers and

sales organizations to clarify the role.

This simple graphic may be a starting

point. Green is for “go” and

represents the key focus areas for a

Sales Manager. Red means “stop.”
Yep, you read that right. Pure Sales

Managers should not be selling. They

should be hiring, training, coaching,

performance managing, enabling,

equipping and supporting sellers to

sell. Yellow signals proceed with
caution or yield. The outer circle

shows resources, specialists or

alternatives to share the workload

(and probably do it better, faster,

cheaper than the Sales Manager). 

If Sales Managers focused more

narrowly on the work shown in the

green ring, they would be more

effective. Their sales teams would be

more effective, too. What prevents

this from happening? Companies

must provide clear boundaries and

accountabilities that are not diluted by

deliverables or overly ambitious in the

expectations of any one role. Equally

important, they must provide Sales

Manager training.   

All eight of the green slices in this

diagram represent primary duties that

require training and experience. Plenty

of Sales Managers perform these

tasks every day without training…

which why so many flounder and
fail. Just look at

recruiting/hiring/onboarding slice as a

case in point. Add up all the mistakes

and missed opportunities in your own

organization resulting from poor talent

selection practices. It’s costly to have

vacant sales positions, expensive to

hire and ramp up new salespeople and

a complete waste of money to bring in

the wrong people. An investment in

training Sales Managers is a no-

brainer when it comes to ROI. So why

do so few sales organizations do this? 

You don’t provide training because

you aren’t clear about what you want

your Sales Managers to do. But

“revenue production” doesn’t happen

automatically when you plop some

former top producer into a next-level

role and expect him or her to figure it

out. This job is too important for
that kind of neglect. 

Be clear on what your Sales

Managers need to do in order to

produce the results you want from

them. Train them on those tasks.

Support them in areas requiring other

expertise. Then help them to do the

same for their sellers. Make it clear

that managers manage and sellers

sell. Only then will you have a high

functioning sales organization.            �

This lack of clarity
has become the norm.

A recent search on
“Sales Manager”

postings produced a
vast assortment of

job descriptions even
within similar
industries and
geographies. 

Deb Calvert

To find out more about Deb, visit:
http://www.peopelfirstps.com

It is not about “sales managers” who

are given this title because they

manage accounts or those with dual

responsibility for account

management and people

management. 

I have to clarify this because

“Sales Manager” has become a
blanket term for far too many
disparate duties and random roles.

Creative and catch-all configurations

make it increasingly difficult to define

exactly what it is that Sales Managers

are supposed to do.

This lack of clarity has far-reaching

ramifications for the sales profession.

It’s one of the reasons Sales

Managers seldom segue smoothly

from one company to another.  Lack of

clarity about this essential role

confounds other parts of the business,

too, resulting in unproductive rework

and conflict between departments.

But when a Sales Manager’s role is

not well-defined, the most devastating

losses show in today’s revenue and

tomorrow’s bench strength.   

This lack of clarity has become the

norm. A recent search on “Sales

Manager” postings produced a vast

assortment of job descriptions even

within similar industries and

geographies. Contrasted to other

management roles (accounting,

supply chain, human resources), the

variations are extreme.

Here’s the common denominator.

Most (surprisingly not all!) job

descriptions for Sales Managers listed

revenue production as a key

responsibility. The variation is in what

a Sales Manager is supposed to do in

order to generate revenue.  I did not

find a single posting that was

absolutely clear in defining what the

Sales Manager would be doing.

Is there any role in any industry with less clarity and consistency? This is an article for
people who hire Sales Managers.  It’s an article about the pure role of Sales Manager
– a person who does not handle accounts personally but does supervise direct reports
(called salespeople) whose primary function is to sell. 

The Job of a Sales Manager:
What It Is and What It Is Not 
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was simply that the contract process

took a ridiculously long time: getting

signatures by sending a contract from

person to person was a major

bottleneck in the sales cycle, and took

up valuable sales management time. 

In other areas of sales, new tools

automated and streamlined processes

like these, so that Sales Reps could

spend time on prospects, instead of

process. This movement towards

technologies that increase efficiency,

Sales 2.0, has vastly helped the

contract process, so that it can now be

done in nearly half the time. 

Three innovations have made this

possible: 

1. The Cloud: this nebulous term really

just means, in this case, that contracts

can now be created, shared, edited,

and archived on the web, instead of on

physical paper. 

2. e-Signature: getting all of the

necessary signatures and approvals

on a contract can now be done on the

web. E-Signatures have the same

legality as “wet signatures” in most

countries, including the U.S., Canada,

U.K., and many more. 

3. Affordable Enterprise Software:

Software As A Service (SaaS) has

driven down the price of enterprise

software and lowered the barrier to

companies adopting world-class

solutions.

Cloud storage allows everyone to

access and work on contracts in the

same place, so that there’s only one

version of any contract flying around,

and everyone has real-time access to

a contract. Having a single repository

for contracts enables Sales

Management, Sales Reps, VPs of

Finance, and anyone else who needs

access to contracts, to find them with

minimal effort. Furthermore, security

options allow for different levels of

visibility into the contract, so that

nobody sees it except those who

should be able to. 

E-Signature enables parties to sign

quickly, online, so that there’s no extra

step of sending the contract to different

people, and then waiting for them to

send it back with signatures. 

In addition, contract management

software allows for repeatable

workflows. When Sales is sending out

standardized contracts to dozens of

customers, an immense amount of

time is saved by using a predefined

workflow. They don’t have to manually

track and manage which people need

to edit and approve the contract.

Email reminders and notifications

are all built-in and automated as well.

So, if you need a signature for the deal

to move forward, an automated email

will be sent to that person, so that they

don’t become a bottleneck in the

contract process. These automated

email reminders cut down on time

spent hassling different parties to sign,

and makes the contract process go

smoothly and quickly. 

These innovations have given rise

to affordable contract management

software. Today, this is the biggest

innovation in the contract process, and

has proven success in making Sales

Teams more efficient. 

Despite the obvious advantages to

contract management software, in a

Glider study we found that 54% of

Sales Teams still manage contracts

via email. This finding was shocking

enough, but worse, 27% of Sales

Teams still rely solely on paper

contracts, a process that is putting

them at a competitive disadvantage. 

So why haven’t companies taken

advantage of the Sales 2.0 technology

that can enable them to streamline

and automate the contract process?

As with any innovative B2B software, it

takes time for large enterprise

organizations to change any process,

especially one as important as

contracts. But as it has become the

norm to use cloud storage, CRM

software, and other sales tools,

contract management software isn’t

far behind. After all, it enables Sales

Reps more spend time actively selling,

instead of being buried under

paperwork.                                               �

So why haven’t
companies taken
advantage of the

Sales 2.0 technology
that can enable them

to streamline and
automate the

contract process? 

Justin Thiele

To find out more about Justin, visit:
https://glider.com/

Despite their importance, most

companies don’t have visibility

into the sales contract process, or the

processes to track it. 

Fortunately, as with many other

Sales 2.0 tools, contract management

has undergone explosive change in

the last five years. What used to be a

laborious process of getting

signatures, scanning and emailing

different drafts and notes, and finally

filing contracts away in boxes until

they had to be dug out a year later for

renewal, is now streamlined and

simple on the web. 

For the last fifteen years or so,

there has been a standard way of

dealing with sales contracts:

1. The Sales Representative created a

new contract from a template or

previous contract;

2. They printed it, got it approved

internally, had it signed by the

customer, and scanned it back in;

3. Signed contracts were then stored

on a shared drive, in a document

management system, in an email

inbox, or in a cardboard box.

These three steps seem pretty

straightforward, but when this process

was multiplied across the entire sales

organization, a myriad of problems

arose; notably, a lack of visibility into

the stage that a contract was in, and

difficulty in finding archived contracts.

Perhaps the biggest problem, though,

From the biggest enterprises down to small, growing
companies, sales contracts are a crucial part of
business. They are directly tied to revenue and, if
mismanaged, can cost your company millions. 

From Paper To The Web:
The Contract Evolution
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